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Jeffrey Alexander® New Audrey Line Elevates Traditional to Transcendent


Audrey’s Charming Curved Design Offers Timeless Elegance 





(BOSSIER CITY, LOUISIANA –  January 25, 2022,)— Jeffrey Alexander® by Hardware Resources 
proudly announced the release of their latest decorative hardware collection, Audrey. This poised and 
effortlessly charming collection adds understated elegance to any room. Designed with both look and 
feel in mind, the Audrey collection provides 7/8 inch hand clearance, which makes it an ideal choice 
when ADA compliance is a functional requirement or aging in place is a consideration. 

“Audrey’s visual appeal and increased hand clearance make it an excellent choice to create a look of 
timeless sophistication,” said Stephanie Lowe Mersky, Director of Decorative Hardware. “Paneled 
appliances are once again becoming popular in kitchen design, especially when looking for a high-
end custom feel. Audrey has both a 12” and 18” appliance handle available to help keep the design 
cohesive throughout the kitchen.”  
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Available in seven alluring finishes, the Audrey collection offers two beautiful knob sizes, six standard 
pull lengths and both 12” and 18” center to center appliance handles.  

Learn more and see the complete line of Jeffrey Alexander decorative hardware at 
JeffreyAlexander.com. 

To download the full press release and high-resolution images, click here. 

Press Kit Link:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fi6hwfkmkeorqvk/AAAv6zFPLAMWNRtJhYevtjH_a?dl=0


High-Resolution Images:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fpt9g0i1oy38jhy/AAAgZjpNZnvDSNCxtiBCeKPda?dl=0


ABOUT JEFFREY ALEXANDER®

Jeffrey Alexander by Hardware Resources designs and manufactures products for the kitchen and bath 
industry including more than 70 distinctive collections of decorative knobs and pulls and more than 4,000 
vanity combinations. Known for its popular yet affordable style and on-trend finishes, Jeffrey Alexander’s 
breadth of luxury designs cross the spectrum from traditional to transitional to modern. Products are crafted 
with acute attention to detail using quality materials and are backed by a lifetime warranty.
Hardware Resources’ family of brands includes:

• Elements by Hardware Resources®: knobs & pulls, decorative hooks, bath hardware
• Hardware Resources®: cabinet organizers, closet organizers, functional hardware, carved wood 

products, moldings, dovetail drawer boxes, stainless steel sinks
• Jeffrey Alexander®: knobs & pulls, vanities & mirrors
• NorthPoint Cabinetry®: a wide array of QuickBuild™ cabinet designs, providing value with a quality, 

custom look that is professional-grade
• TASK Lighting & Power™: LED lighting and angle power strip products for cabinets, home, and hidden 

power 
 
For more information about Jeffrey Alexander, call toll-free 1.800.463.0660 or visit HardwareResources.com. 
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